
12 activities

3,464 hours volunteered

380 goods collected

$22,320 raised
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General metrics

The Sustainable Development Goals addressed

4 activities

688 hours volunteered

$12,138 raised
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Type of activity

Countries impacted

Fundraising: an event whose primary purpose is to raise
money for a community partner

Community Service: volunteers act close to the end
beneficiaries or close to the organisation itself, either
close to the school, in the same country or abroad
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Community 
Partners 

Highlights

Macmillan Cancer Support

Macmillan Cancer Support is based in the United
Kingdom and has been established since 1911.
Macmillan Cancer Support is one of the largest
British charities and provides specialist health care,
information and financial support to people affected
by cancer. It also looks at the social, emotional and
practical impact cancer can have, and campaigns for
better cancer care.

Warsaw Volunteer Mission

The Warsaw Volunteer Mission was founded in 1995,
and is located in the south of Warsaw, in a town

called Piaseczno. The main beneficiaries of the
mission are: families who struggle with traumatic
circumstances, individuals who have been
incarcerated in prison and need help readjusting
back into society and youths' who are searching for
meaning and purpose.

Seeway Tanzania

Seeway Tanzania (SWTz) provides a home, school
and full-rounded support to orphaned and
vulnerable children in Imbaseni village, Maji ya Chai
Ward, close to Arusha in northern Tanzania.
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Community Friends - Soup Kitchen

January – February 2020
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Activities 
Highlights

In collaboration with the Warsaw Volunteer mission, this sustainable outreach

program takes place one Saturday a month. Reaching out to local businesses we

have secured donations of meat to help make over 50 sandwiches and 2 large hot

soups each time.

This are then provided to our wider community of friend along with other donations

such a clothes. The TBS Warsaw PTA have also supported this cause by buying and

donating suppies in order to reduce watse. This program is open to KS4 and 5

students and required students to additionally fundraise to buy the food needed for

the program.

The activities undertaken are the following:

- Fundraising to pay for the food used in the program

- Sandwich and soup making – done on school site and then transported

- Traveling to the compound outside of Warsaw to set up donation stands and 

then serve the soup and sandwiches

- Fundraising and bake sales to help buy additional equipment needed for the 

program – gas cookers/large pots/large sealable containers



Teachers and children organised a pink day, where every child and teacher dressed in pink for the day. This was to show support

and awareness for people who are unfortunate enough to have cancer.

The children also organised a bake sale where other children and teachers could buy cakes. The money raised would also go

towards this great charity. Macmillan Cancer Support is one of the largest British charities and provides specialist health care,

information and financial support to people affected by cancer. It also looks at the social, emotional and practical impact cancer

can have, and campaigns for better cancer care.
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Primary Pink Day and Bakes sale

February 2020

Activities
Highlights



Over the course of 1 month children in Year 10-12 raised money for their trip to Tanzania. The funds were used for building 

materials in creating sustainable buildings. The children in the villages surrounding the Seeway project will greatly benefit from

this as they will be able to attend school here. The actvities organised by the children to raise money were:

- Primary School Sleepover

- Non-Uniform day

- Coffee and Cake sale

- Bake Sale

- Making waffles

- Burns Night

- Disco
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Tanzania Trip 2020

January 2020

Activities
Highlights


